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Abstract

Cortical neurons in the fluctuation driven regime can realize ultrafast population
encoding. The underlying biophysical mechanisms, however, are not well understood.
Reducing the sharpness of the action potential onset can impair ultrafast population
encoding, but it is not clear whether a sharp action potential onset is sufficient for
ultrafast population encoding. One hypothesis proposes that the sharp action potential
onset is caused by the electrotonic separation of the site of action potential initiation
from the soma, and that this spatial separation also results in ultrafast population
encoding. Here we examined this hypothesis by studying the linear response properties
of model neurons with a defined initiation site. We find that placing the initiation site
at different axonal positions has only a weak impact on the linear response function of
the model. It fails to generate the ultrafast response and high bandwidth that is
observed in cortical neurons. Furthermore, the high frequency regime of the linear
response function of this model is insensitive to correlation times of the input current
contradicting empirical evidence. When we increase the voltage sensitivity of sodium
channels at the initiation site, the two empirically observed phenomena can be
recovered. We provide an explanation for the dissociation of sharp action potential
onset and ultrafast response. By investigating varying soma sizes, we furthermore
highlight the effect of neuron morphology on the linear response. Our results show that
a sharp onset of action potentials is not sufficient for the ultrafast response. In the light
of recent reports of activity-dependent repositioning of the axon initial segment, our
study predicts that a more distal initiation site can lead to an increased sharpness of the
somatic waveform but it does not affect the linear response of a population of neurons.

Introduction

Neurons communicate via brief, all-or-none action potentials (APs) that are initiated
close to the cell body, at the axon initial segment (AIS), and propagate along the axon.
Depending on the degree of axonal branching, a single neuron can contact tens of
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thousands downstream neurons, and at every contact point the action potential is
converted to a transient conductance change in the recipient cells. Central neurons
receive thousands of such inputs every second but only a tiny fraction of this incoming
information is encoded in the timing of their action potentials outputs. The precise
timing of an action potential determines which aspects about the input it can encode.
This action potential timing is ultimately decided by the mechanisms affecting the
initiation of the action potential.

The dynamics of AP initiation is controlled by the voltage dependence of all
conductances in the proximal axon that are active in the vicinity of the threshold
voltage of action potential initiation. Indeed a cortical neuron’s membrane potential is
typically close to threshold and so operates in the fluctuation driven regime [1]. In
particular the voltage dependence of the sodium channels has been identified as the key
determinant of the AP onset dynamics [2], reflected in two different measurables: i) The
slope of the phase space plot (V̇ (t) vs V (t)) at the AP onset, often termed onset
rapidness. ii) The precision of action potential timing or, in the frequency domain, the
bandwidth of input frequencies that exert an influence over this timing.

While the exact shape of the action potential waveform at its onset could be
considered irrelevant for neuronal information processing, the spectral bandwidth of the
encoder, that is a population of neurons, turns out to be of great importance to the
function of neuronal networks. It defines an upper limit to the information transfer
between neurons [3, 4]. Incoming action potentials could potentially convey
sub-millisecond timing since postsynaptic potentials rise within less than a millisecond,
thus the transmission at a chemical synapse can be so reliable that it adds no relevant
extra temporal jitter [5, 6]. However, this information can only be transmitted, if the
outgoing APs were initiated with a sub-millisecond precision as well. The timing
precision is also relevant for phenomena such as spike timing-dependent plasticity [7],
and the spike time coding in sensory [8, 9] and motor systems [10,11].

It is known that a the population firing rate of pyramidal neurons can track changes
in their input almost instantaneously. A population of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons fires
uncorrelated, when driven by fluctuating current, consistent with uncorrelated synaptic
input. This is reminiscent of neuronal populations in-vivo [12]. When a current step of
20 pA amplitude, as small as a single synaptic input, is added to each neuron’s input
simultaneously, the population firing rate significantly increases in less than a
millisecond [13,14]. High temporal precision of AP initiation thus translates into
ultrafast population encoding which is thought to be important for realizing fast
information processing and decision making in the brain [15]. The underlying
biophysical mechanisms of ultrafast population encoding and temporally precise firing
of action potentials, however, are not well understood.

Thus a key question in regards of the importance of the action potential waveform,
specifically the onset rapidness, is whether and how it is linked to the encoding
bandwidth.

The voltage dependence of the membrane current around the AP threshold,
determines the AP onset rapidness at the initiation site, and the bandwidth of the
dynamic gain: if the voltage dependence steeply increases around the threshold, onset
rapidness and encoding bandwidth are high. However, it is not clear whether the
observation of an AP high onset rapidness is sufficient to predict a high bandwidth.
Such a predictive power would be very helpful. The AP waveform is comparably easy to
measure but in itself not relevant for network function. Measuring the encoding
bandwidth, on the other hand, requires thousands of spikes. However, the relation
between AP onset rapidness and encoding bandwidth is further complicated, if the AP
waveform is observed at the soma, tens of micrometers away from the axonal initiation
site.
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The somatic AP waveform of cortical neurons has a high onset rapidness of around
30ms−1. The phase space plot of the somatic voltage rises very abruptly at the AP
onset, producing a ’kink’. While this has been interpreted to predict an encoding
bandwidth of several hundred Hertz [16], others have suggested the high somatic onset
rapidness to result from a low onset rapidness at the AIS which is distorted by the
propagation towards the soma [17]. However, pyramidal neurons in acute brain slices
and in-vivo have indeed been found to encode with a bandwidth of 200− 400Hz
[13,16,18,19] or even 1kHz in the case of human cells [20]. Furthermore, experimental
studies found that a reduced axonal sodium current, either by partial sodium removal or
by blocking of sodium channels, reduced the encoding bandwidth and the onset
rapidness of the somatic AP [14].

Theoretical models can be coarsely categorized according to their morphology and
AP generation. The simplest morphology is a point neuron which completely ignores all
spatial structure [2, 16,21], spatially extended neurons instead can account for the
separation of AP initiation site from the soma, or effects of dendritic trees [22–25]. AP
generation in turn can be as simple as a threshold unit that produces an instantaneous
spike as the potential threshold is crossed or be comprised of an AP dynamics.
Surprisingly, the most simple model, a point neuron model with hard threshold AP
generation, the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) model is capable of reproducing the
encoding features of cortical neurons [21]. Point neurons [2, 16] and simple
multi-compartment neurons [26, 27] with biophysically motivated membrane currents or
similar voltage dependence neither have a bandwidth far above the firing rate, nor do
they display a pronounced change of dynamic gain when the input correlation time is
changed. Thus the challenge to understand the observed phenomena is to isolate
features that account for the observed dynamic gain in biophysically more realistic
models.

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the high encoding bandwidth and
the sudden onset of the somatic AP: i) cooperative gating of ion channels [16], ii)
dendritic load on the soma [24,25], and iii) electrical decoupling between soma and
AIS [22,23]. While i) argues for a mechanism directly affecting the AP dynamics, ii)
and iii) propose a neuron morphology based argument. Specifically iii) propose an
elegant approach based on a reduced multi-compartment model that provides novel
insight in the possible origin of the somatic waveform ’kink’. Unaccounted for by single
compartment neuron models, the AP initiation site of a cortical neuron is located in the
AIS and, hence, separated from the soma [28,29]. This separation is proposed to cause
the somatic membrane potential ’kink’. While it was suggested that this may also
account for the observed input-output properties, a direct examination of the encoding
ability has not been performed.

To quantify the population encoding ability, the linear response function of the
population firing rate has been adopted for experimental cell physiology. The linear
response function represents the dynamic gain as a function of frequency. This concept
was first proposed by Knight [30] and later theoretically elaborated in more biologically
realistic and detailed neuron models [2, 3, 21,26,27,31–35].

In this work, we first reproduce the somatic ’kink’ due to a more distal positioning of
the AIS in a multi-compartment model similar to the one proposed in [22]. We then
determine the dynamic gain in the fluctuation driven regime injecting colored noise
currents and investigate whether shifting the AIS along the axon does impact i) the
bandwidth of the dynamic gain and ii) the sensitivity of the dynamic gain to the input
correlation time. We furthermore explore the effects of different voltage sensitivities of
the sodium activation as well as the impact of soma size on the linear input-output
relation.
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Materials and Methods

Model

All simulations were performed with NEURON 7.3 [36] as a module for Python 2.6. The
morphology, that is a ball-and-stick model with soma and axon, and its parameters are
the same as in [22] apart from a slight deviation from the ball-and-stick morphology by
modeling the soma as a cylindrical compartment instead of a sphere (see Fig. 1A)). The
soma has a diameter of dS = 50µm and length lS = 50µm while the axon is dA = 1µm
thick and lA = 600µm long. The intracellular resistance is Ra = 150Ωcm. The specific
membrane capacitance is cm = 0.75µF/cm

2
and the specific membrane resistance

(inverse leak conductance) is Rm = 30000Ωcm2 with a leak reversal potential of
EL = −75mV. For the axon, the passive currents are the same as for the soma. Sodium
channels are modeled as a NEURON point process at the axon initial segment at
distance xNa from the soma. As in [22], we only take the activation dynamics of the
sodium conductance into account and omit inactivation. Peak sodium conductance
gNa = 5.23 · 10−3S/cm

2
. Since this simplified conductance model gives a dynamical

system that does not produce a spike we define a spike threshold at V = 0 and reset the
voltage over the whole cell to EL (which is equivalent to the resting potential for about
the whole cell apart from the immediate neighborhood of the sodium current position)
when the threshold is crossed, analogous to the spiking mechanism in integrate-and-fire
neuron models [37].

The neuron is characterized by the following partial differential equations. The
voltage in the soma is

cm
∂VS(x, t)

∂t
=

lS
4Ra

∂2VS(x, t)

∂x2
− VS(x, t)− EL

Rm
+
I(t)

πdS
δ

(
x− dS

2

)
(1)

with I being the input current. The axonal membrane voltage is described by

cm
∂VA(x, t)

∂t
=

lA
4Ra

∂2VA(x, t)

∂x2
−VA(x, t)− EL

Rm
− ḡNam(VA(x, t))(VA(x, t)− VNa)

πdA
δ (x− xNa)

(2)
and

τmṁ = m∞(V )−m.

The boundary conditions of the equations (1) and (2) are given as VS(lS , t) = VA(0, t),

dS
∂VS(x,t)

∂x |x=dS = dA
∂VA(x,t)

∂x |x=0, ∂VS(x,t)
∂x |x=0 = 0, and ∂VA(x,t)

∂x |x=lA = 0.

Simulations

We drove the model by injecting a Gaussian colored noise current I(t) into the soma as
done in experimental studies [13, 18, 19, 38] and detailed by equation (1). We realize the
colored noise by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [39,40] with correlation time τ ,
standard deviation σ and mean current of µ:

τdI(t) = (µ− I(t))dt+
√
τσdW (t)

where W (t) denotes a Wiener process with zero mean and variance of one. The
numerical solution to the above model equations were computed by implicit Euler
integration with temporal steps of ∆t = 25µs and spatial step sizes of ∆x = 1µm.

Several conditions were maintained for all calculations to make results comparable.
i) we kept the firing rate constant [2] at 5Hz similar to the experiments by
Tchumatchenko et al. [13]; ii) the neuron was driven in its linear response regime, that
is the input current must not be too large which we achieve by demanding the standard
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deviation of the somatic membrane voltage to be about 5mV; iii) we assured that the
neuron is driven by current fluctuations rather than the mean current which is realized
by guaranteeing that no spiking occurs with a constant, non-fluctuating input of the
chosen mean current; and iv) we controlled for the coefficient of variation (CV) to be in
the range 0.85± 0.05 to make sure that the firing activity is not bursting and close to
regular pyramidal cell activity.

Parameter space exploration. We explore the dependence of the dynamic gain on
several parameters. Those are the input current correlation time τ ∈ {5, 50}ms, the
position of the sodium currents xNa = {20, 40, 80}µm, the voltage sensitivity
ka = {0.1, 6}mV 1, and the soma diameter dS = {10, 50}µm.

Computing the linear response of a neural ensemble

In the linear response regime we can approximate the instantaneous firing rate of the
ensemble of independent neurons by a linear filter acting on the input current. To
analyze the bandwidth we thus need to compute the transfer function of this filter.
While there are different ways to estimate the transfer function from spiking data and
the stimulus current [13,19], here we use the approach proposed in [18] as outlined in
what follows.The transfer function is given as

G (f) =
|F (CIν(τ)) |
|F (CII(τ)) |

where F denotes the Fourier transform, CIν and CII is the input-output correlation and
input auto-correlation function, respectively. The Fourier transform of an
auto-correlation function is the power spectrum according to the Wiener-Khinchin
theorem whose analytical form is known for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as

F(CII(τ)) = P (f) = 2τσ2

1+((2πf)2 .

To compute input output correlation function we make use of the following equality

CIν(τ) = 〈δI(t− τ)δν(t)〉 =
1

NT

∫
dtδI(t− τ)

∑
i,j

δ(t− tji )

δ(·) is the Dirac delta, δν and δI denote small deviations. This illustrates that we can
conveniently get CIν(τ) by computing the spike-triggered average (STA). For
computing the STA we need to select a time window large enough for correlations to be
decay, here we choose a window of 800ms centered about the spike time. We then
computed the Fourier transform and applied a filter bank of Gaussians in the complex
plane to de-noise before computing the power of the signal by taking the absolute value.

We then performed this computation of the dynamic gain for each parameter value
by running a numerical simulation of the stochastic current driven model described
above for 20.5s (with 0.5s of initialization to make sure the initial conditions of the
model don’t affect the results and 20s of actual recording). Given the 5Hz firing rate we
gather on average 100 spikes per run. We repeat this simulation 50 times and compute
a single STA from the resulting time series.

In order to estimate the regime of statistical accuracy of our simulation we perform
two analyses. First we compute a confidence interval by bootstrapping and second we
compare the result to the null hypothesis that the transfer function stems from random
spike times. Bootstrapping is achieved simply by choosing 400 samples with
replacement from the set of 400 spike triggered current time series to compute the STA.
We do this 1000 times and from those boot strapped transfer functions we take the

1The voltage sensitivity is a parameter of the activation function m∞(V ) = 1/(1+exp((V1/2−V )/ka).
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upper and lower bound define the 95% confidence interval around the true transfer
function. For the null hypothesis testing we need to shuffle the spike times with the
constraint of keeping the firing rate and ISI distribution. In order to do so we add a
random number to all spike times produced by a single simulation run of 20 seconds. A
different number is added to each of the 50 repetitions and the spike times are
computed modulo 20 to assure they don’t exceed the absolute time window. We then
repeat this procedure 500 times and take the upper bound of the resulting 95% interval
as the curve corresponding to the null hypothesis. We took this curve as delineation of
validity of our numerically computed dynamic gain functions and show only the valid
regime above this significance border.

Results

We built a two compartment model (Fig 1 A)) with identical characteristics as
proposed in Brette 2013 [22] (see Material and Methods). To make sure that our model
compares to Brette’s in its central features we show the bifurcation of the voltage at the
soma in dependence of the sodium channel’s position. As can be seen in Fig 1 B) we
obtain the same result as shown in Fig. 2 in Brette (2013) [22]. We further reproduced
the decoupling observed in Fig. 1F of [22] as demonstrated in Fig 1 C). While we found
the same loss of voltage control about -55 mV between the two compartments when
clamping and slowly increasing the somatic voltage, we point out that in the dynamic
case (i.e. no clamp is applied) the decoupling of the compartments is less pronounced.
We further investigated the sharpness of the shape of the somatic phase plot in
dependence of the sodium current position 2A). We found that the speed by which the
voltage rises increases the further distant the sodium channels are from the soma.
However, the key quantity to explore fast population encoding, the dynamic gain, had
not been investigated for this multi compartment model yet. We thus performed a
thorough analysis of the dynamic gain in dependence of several different model
parameters in the following.

Somatic kink is not sufficient for a high information bandwidth. First we
asked whether the dynamic gain depends on the position of the sodium channels. As
can be seen in Fig. 2 B) the gain curves do not show a higher cut-off frequency when
the position of sodium channels is moved further away from the soma. The low
bandwidth we observe stands in contrast with previous experimental findings
demonstrating that pyramidal neurons do have a cut-off frequency in the regime of
hundreds of Hz. Instead the cut-off frequency is the same as previously found in
conductance based single compartment models [2].

Input correlations don’t alter bandwidth. Stimulating the neuron with colored
noise current simulates the barrage of synaptic input to a neuron with the current
correlation time reflecting an effective synaptic time constant. Previous studies have
shown that in simple model neurons as the LIF and other models with a large onset
rapidness show sensitivity to this input correlation time. More recently experimental
evidence has been provided in support of this effect [13]. We find that the present
ball-and-stick multi-compartment conductance based model fails to reproduce this
dependence on input correlations for any of the different sodium channel positions
(Fig. 3).

High voltage sensitivity recovers empirical findings. We have shown that
somatic onset rapidness does not imply fast population coding as quantified by the
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Fig 1. Model properties. A) A simple sketch of the model morphology: both soma
and axon are modeled as cylinders. The sodium current is positioned at xNa and the
stimulus current is injected into the center of the soma. More simulation and model
details are given in the main text. B) We reproduce the bifurcation property discussed
in Fig. 2 of [22]. Sodium current (red) and lateral current (black) is plotted as function
of the voltage at the axon initial segment for different positions of the AIS (top to
bottom: x = 20µm, 27µm, 40µm). C) Voltage at the axon initial segment as a function
of somatic voltage. Patch clamped (black) curve in comparison with the dynamic case
(red). Analogous to Fig. 1F of [22], the patch clamped case shows a loss of voltage
control around −55 mV. However, we point out that the dynamic case shows no sharp,
localized transition. This hints that the loss of voltage control is less pronounced in the
dynamic case, that is during an action potential. D) Gain is plotted as a function of
input current frequency for the sub-threshold responses to a colored noise stimulus with
correlation time τ = 5ms. We investigate the sub-threshold transfer function for three
different positions of sodium channels, colors denoted in the legend.
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Fig 2. Phase plot and transfer functions. A) Phase plot for the soma, i.e. we
plot time derivative of the voltage over the voltage. Colors correspond to different
sodium channel positions xNa (confront legend in B) ). The vertical straight line results
from the artificial resetting mechanism in this model. B) Comparison of transfer
functions for different positions of the sodium current. The input current correlation
time is set to τ = 5ms. All curves are normalized such as to start with a gain of one for
better comparison of the dynamic gain’s tail. 95% confidence intervals are plotted as
shaded areas, however, for the large part of the transfer function these are overlapping
with the average curve. All curves are above statistical significance (detailed
explanation in Material and Methods).
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shows dependence of the input correlation time, also called the Brunel effect [21]. Model
properties are the same as for Fig. 2. Graph colors code different sodium channel
positions with the same color code as in Fig. 2, the distance increases from the left to
the right panel as xNa = 20, 40 and 80µm. Thin lines correspond to small correlation
times (τ = 5ms) and thick lines correspond to large correlation times (τ = 50ms)
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somatic voltage. Solid lines are voltage traces for low voltage sensitivity ka = 6, dashed
lines denote the same traces for high voltage sensitivity ka = 0.1. B) We compare
transfer functions for different voltage sensitivities.

dynamic gain. These empirical findings, however, can be recovered when changing the
voltage sensitivity parameter ka from 6mV to 0.1mV, that is, making the sodium
current activation curve steeper and, hence, the neuron model more voltage sensitive at
the AIS. In Fig. 4A) we show that i) the compartment decoupling becomes more
pronounced for all sodium channel positions tested if voltage sensitivity is increased and
ii) We note that these voltage plots are recorded in the dynamic regime, not by
performing a static voltage clamp measurement. Importantly, Fig. 4B) shows that the
dynamic gain decays slower and, hence, the information bandwidth is increased as had
been reported for single compartment models in prior work [2, 27,33].

Next we explored the effect of sodium channel position on the dynamic gain for the
model with high voltage sensitivity and found that there is no substantial difference in
terms of information bandwidth between the conditions (Fig. 5). Furthermore, we
compared different input current correlation times and found that higher correlation
times do increase the information bandwidth as had first been found by Brunel, et al.
for the leaky integrate and fire neuron [21].

Soma size affects the dynamic gain for the highly voltage sensitive model.
The last parameter that we tested was the somatic diameter dS. As 50µm is a
reasonable upper limit for cortical neurons we tested 10µm which demarcates the lower
end of the cortical soma size spectrum [37]. Since for low voltage sensitivity we could
not find any significant changes when reducing the soma size, in Fig. 6 we show the
linear response functions for varying soma sizes in the case of high voltage sensitivity.
We find that reducing the soma size increases the bandwidth effectively bringing the
transfer functions to resemble more those of a LIF. Indeed this is not surprising given
that we approach the limit where our two compartment model becomes a single
compartment model whose response function characteristics are well studied. However,
our results show that our findings are indeed robust with respect to soma size and don’t
depend on an artificially large soma as compared to most cortical cells.

Discussion

Understanding the biophysics of neuronal action potentials has a long history with
substantial successes in modeling and experiment [41,42] and is fundamental to our
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understanding of neuronal information processing. An aspect of current interest are the
features of the neuronal action potential and the morphological and electrical
organization of nerve cells that can enable high bandwidth ultrafast encoding.
Interestingly, a substantial fraction of models fail to exhibit a realistically high cut-off
frequency of hundreds of Hz of a population of neurons [13,18] as well as the
experimentally observed sensitivity to the input correlation time of the dynamic
gain [13] while a simplistic neuron model like the LIF can account for those features [21].
However, due their abstract nature and simplicity such models do not allow us to
further investigate the biophysical features that are responsible for these measurable
phenomena. Several hypotheses have been put forward as possible biophysical
explanations: i) ion channel cooperativity [16], ii) dendritic load [24,25], and iii)
compartmentalization of soma and axon through more distal position of the AIS [22,23].

In this study we investigated the model proposed in [22], a simplified and
analytically tractable conductance based multi-compartment model that was proposed
to explain the rapid action potential onset [22,23]. The key feature of this model is that
rapid onset in the somatic membrane potential can be achieved by moving the position
of the AIS further away form the soma and thus compartmentalizing the neuron, viz.
electrically decoupling the soma and axon.

Interestingly, a series of experimental studies have shown that the AIS can undergo
plastic changes due to spiking activity and specifically relocate its position along the
axon [43–47]. These studies raise the question as to whether AIS position plays a role in
neural coding. We investigated whether the position of the AIS can impact the linear
response of a population of neurons. We employed the simplified ball-and-stick neuron
model that was proposed in [22] and investigated whether relocation of the AIS can
reproduce the two key experimental findings: high cut-off frequency of the dynamic gain
and input correlation time dependence of the dynamic gain. In doing so we also shed
light on the relationship between rapid onset and large bandwidth.

While we reproduced the somatic rapid AP onset for distal positions of the AIS as
shown in [22] we found that the linear response remains unaffected by the specific
position of the AIS. Furthermore, we found that the linear response of this model is
insensitive to changes in input correlation time. Besides revealing that this reduced
model cannot account for ultrafast neural responses as found in experiments, our
findings also highlight that a rapid onset at the soma is not sufficient for producing a
large encoding bandwidth. We show that one way to reconcile experimental results with
this model is by tuning the activation slope of the sodium activation function which can
be done by increasing the voltage sensitivity of the sodium channels. While we get more
realistic cut-off frequencies the results, however, are still not sensitive to the position of
the AIS.

We conclude thus that first our study suggest that rapid onset at the action
potential initiation site can be linked to rapid responses of a neuron ensemble but not
somatic rapid onsets since those can be caused by mechanisms not responsible for the
high neural bandwidth. However, we point out that reliably measuring AIS membrane
potentials pose an outstanding experimental challenge that has yet to be solved [48,49].
Second, pure dislocation of the AIS does not affect population coding. This is a
prediction that can be tested experimentally to further elucidate the biophysical factors
underlying high bandwidth ultrafast population encoding. On the one hand, if the
prediction is correct models need not precisely account for this morphological aspect
when studying population dynamics. However, other morphological factors like the
dendritic tree size have been shown to be relevant [24,25] and thus further theoretical
investigation is needed to identify an adequate minimal model that can guide the
identification of the biophysical properties that determine dynamic population coding.
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